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Abstract 
The goal of this work is to determine the heat transfer mechanisms for digital microfluidic device through the correlation of 
Rayleigh-SAW streaming and thermal effect, two concomitant phenomena. Péclet number for heat transfer PeTH, which depends 
on the internal streaming velocity within the droplet, has been used to determine the preponderant transfer mechanism(s). In this 
sense, determination of flow velocity by Particle Image Velocimetry method and IR measurements, have been necessary. The 
substrate used was LiNbO3 128Y-X to generate pure Rayleigh SAW. Typically, streaming velocity can reach 40 mm.s-1 for 10μl 
water droplet and PIDT=0.63W, corresponding to PeTH>>1. Forced convection is the predominant mechanism within the water 
droplet, so the thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved quickly compared to conductive time scale. When the liquid viscosity 
increases, the streaming is less intensive because of viscous friction and the time constant to reach equilibrium can increase 
drastically. 
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1. Introduction 
Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Waves (R-SAW) are widely used in Lab on a chip. These waves, contrary of the majority 
of SAW, can interact strongly with liquids and biological species, due to its transversal components perpendicular to 
the piezoelectric substrate. As a function of the electrical power applied to the transducer (IDT), R-SAW/Liquid 
interaction can induce various phenomena as actuation, mixing, merging, heating or atomization of viscous fluids 
[1-5]. Longitudinal waves emitted within the droplet, due to R-SAW attenuation at the Solid/Liquid interface, are 
the source of these phenomena. This kind of SAW is both, used in droplet microfluidics and in continuous flow 
microfluidic. In microchannel, these waves are often used transversely to the main flow, for cells sorting through the 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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acoustic radiation pressure or to accelerate mixing of diphasic flow, replacing advantageously winding channel 
structure. If we were able to precisely predict the effect of R-SAW (heating and internal flow) on the medium, 
according to the electric power applied to the IDT, the viscosity of the medium and the volume of liquid, it could be 
very useful for the SAW and microfluidic communities. Indeed, depending on the application, either this heating 
must be avoided to prevent damage on biological species, for example, or this one must be control to reach a given 
temperature as to achieve PCR in microdroplet [4,5] or more commonly thermally activate a chemical reaction. We 
focus on the internal streaming and heating within microdroplet, which are two concomitant phenomena. Through 
observations and measures with IR camera and a PIV measures, we propose to study two concomitant phenomena. 
Here, heating and the internal streaming in relation with PIDT, viscosity and volume of the droplet, will be studied. 
Heat transfer mechanisms will be theoretically determined with the Peclet number for heat transfer PeTH. These 
results will be confirmed or adjusted by thermal observations, which will also allow us to access to the time constant 
to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. 
2. Experimental 
R-SAWs are generated by InterDigital Transducer (IDT), realized with sputtered Aluminium and photolithography 
on a piezoelectric 128°-Y-X LiNbO3 substrate. The resonance frequency f0 of the SAW device is 39.9 MHz and the 
wavelength, given by IDT period, 100 μm. An AC signal generator is connected to supply the device. A directional 
coupler is used to connect a powermeter in order to measure the electrical power transmitted to IDT, PIDT. Droplet 
internal streaming has been visualized by Particle Image Velocimetry method (Figure 1). An Infra-Red camera 
(FLIR) is used to follow the heat of 10μl droplets (diameter of 3 mm) deposited on the elastic path (Figure 1). This 
one allows to measure droplet temperature average (more than 500 pixels) and to realize a thermal droplet mapping. 
 
Fig. 1.  Experimental set-up with Laser and CCD Camera for Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurement and IR camera for Thermal 
measures. 
We characterize the droplet internal streaming through dimensionless numbers as Reynolds and Péclet number for 
heat transfer PeTH. The last one is defined by the following equation: 
PeTH =
ρ. c. v. L
λ
          (1) 
with 
 the liquid density (Kg.m-3); v, the characteristic streaming velocity (m.s-1); L, the characteristic length (m); 
 
the thermal conductivity (W.m-1.K-1) and c, the specific heat capacity (J.Kg-1.K-1). This Péclet number PeTH gives 
information concerning heat transfers in the droplet bulk. Indeed, the heat transfer within the droplet can take place 
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by conduction (equivalent to diffusion for mass transfer), corresponding to PeTH <<1 and/or forced convection (R-
SAW streaming), corresponding to PeTH >>1. Heat transfer by forced convection is always faster than by 
conduction. 
3. Results and discussion 
We have firstly measured by PIV method, the flow velocity as a function of liquid viscosity and electrical power 
applied to IDT PIDT. Water-Glycerin mixture has been used in order to explore a wide range of dynamic viscosity, 
from 0.89 to 934 mPa.s (25°C). Logically, the streaming velocity decreases when liquid viscosity increases for a 
constant power transmitted to the droplet (Figure 2). Indeed, the transferred energy within the droplet in the form of 
longitudinal waves, is the source of 2 concomitant phenomena. On the one hand, internal flow takes place, on the 
other, energy dissipation by viscous friction leads to liquid heating. In our case, the decrease of flow velocity is 
balanced by more intensive droplet heating. Typically, streaming velocity can reach 40 mm.s-1 for 10ml water 
droplet and PIDT=630mW, corresponding to PeTH>>1 (Figure 3). In contrast, the flow rate never exceeds 1 mm.s-1 
for glycerin droplet whatever the electrical power applied to IDT, PIDT. Whatever the liquid viscosity and PIDT, the 
streaming is laminar, i.e. Reynolds number remains weak. 
 
Fig. 2. Evolution of flow velocity as a function of PIDT (mW) for various viscosities (Pure Water – Glycerin mixture). Figure 3 keeps the 
same colors and markers, as Figure 2. 
The experimental points in Figure 2, allowed us to draw Figure 3a which represents the Péclet number for heat 
transfer PeTH as a function of PIDT. Different zones have been identified Figure 3a, depending on Péclet number, 
indicating the heat transfer mechanism(s) within the microdroplet. We note that whatever the liquid viscosity, the 
heat transfer mechanism can change with PIDT. The heat transfer by forced convection is predominant in most cases for 
water droplet and more generally for low viscous media, i.e. below few tens of mPa.s. Conduction and forced 
convection mechanisms coexist for glycerin except for high PIDT (up to 4W) where convection becomes predominant. 
The heat transfer mechanism affects directly the time to achieve thermodynamic equilibrium, transfers by forced 
convection (PeTH >>1) being clearly faster than those by conduction (PeTH <<1). Next, we have observe the heat 
transfer within the droplet by IR camera to experimentally confirm or disprove heat transfer mechanism(s). For two 
experimental points, 13.1 mPa.s droplet excited by PIDT=1.6W (Figure 3b) and 146 mPa.s – 0.1W (Figure 3c), we can 
visualize the top view of droplet IR images. R-SAW are directed from the top to the down of the images. Figure 3b is 
representative of the heat transfer within the droplet, for the experimental points corresponding to forced convection 
predominant compared with conduction (i.e. PeTH > 5). We clearly note that forced convection is the main heat transfer 
mechanism because the internal flow allows rapid heat transfer within the droplet. The thermodynamic equilibrium is 
achieved after 8.4s although the droplet is non-uniformly heated. The more heated areas coincide with the vortex flow. 
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However, when the viscosity increase and/or PIDT decrease, we can encounter cases where the forced convection 
will compete with conduction. 
 
Fig. 3. a) Evolution of Péclet number for heat transfer as a function of PIDT (mW) for water-Glycerin mixture. In red, the heat transfer 
mechanism(s) are indicated. The transitions between the zones aren’t clearly defined. 
For two experimental points, b) 13.1mPa.s – PIDT = 1.6W and c) 146 mPa.s – 0.1W, top view visualization of droplet IR images excited by 
Rayleigh-SAW. R-SAW are directed from the top to the down of the images. Droplet diameter = 3 mm. 
Figure 3c confirms the change of heat transfer mechanism for a 146 mPa.s droplet excited by PIDT=100mW. The 
droplet heating is inhomogeneous thus the thermodynamic equilibrium is not achieved, even after 10s of R-SAW 
irradiation. In cases where PeTH is close to 1, the thermodynamic equilibrium is reached slowly compared to the 
previous case (Figure 3b) where the forced convection is dominant. Typically, for this type of mechanism, the 
thermodynamic equilibrium is never reached before 1 minute. 
4. Conclusions 
The correlation between R-SAW streaming and thermal effect, for a digital R-SAW microfluidic system, allowed us 
to determine theoretically and to experimentally confirm heat transfer mechanism(s) within the droplet. For us, this 
study is of first importance in order to finalize a µTAS with R-SAW thermocycler in view of Polymerase Chain 
Reaction. We are able to accurately estimate the time constant to achieve the thermodynamic equilibrium in 
microdroplet knowing the heat transfer mechanisms, which is link to, electrical power applied to IDT and the liquid 
viscosity. 
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